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COVID-19 update:
The number of COVID-19 infections globally continued to rise yesterday, with the total now standing
close to 1.5m and the US making up for 400k of that. Market moves were generally varied; the S&P
giving up gains to end 0.16% down, Asia has been mixed (Shanghai flat of today, Nikkei +2.6%). Much
of the focus this week has been on signs that the rate of new infections are plateauing or declining in
many of the worst hit economies. Notably the UK’s chief scientific advisor Patrick Vallance stated that it
is possible that the UK is ‘beginning to see a change’ and that there are some tentative signs that the
infection curve was beginning to flatten. However he did note that another week or so would be needed
for confirmation. In terms of the Prime Minister’s condition, Boris Johnson remained in intensive care for
a second night, with his condition being described as stable. Aside from trends in infection rates there
also remains a focus on stimulus, with reports overnight suggesting that the White House was seeking
another $250bn, to beef up a $350bn fund to support loans for small businesses, that was originally put
forward in the $2.2trn stimulus package that was agreed in March. The request to increase the size of
the fund comes amidst exceptional demand from business.

Eurogroup ministers fail to reach agreement:
On this side of the Atlantic, focus will be on the Eurogroup. An announcement was expected today, but
that has been moved to tomorrow amidst continued debate over the activation of the Euro area’s
bailout fund, the ESM. Meanwhile any agreement over a French proposal for jointly issued
‘coronabonds’ looks even more distant with both Germany and the Netherlands rejecting the idea. On a
positive note, the ECB loosened the rules around acceptable collateral. The move allows banks to once
again place Greek bonds and lower credit quality and foreign currency bonds with the ECB as collateral
for additional funding. The central bank will also accept government guaranteed bonds, a significant
step given the volume of guarantees announced for corporate debt in recent fiscal measures. Finally, it
is worth remembering that there is a G20 Energy Ministers meeting this Friday, where focus is very
much on whether an agreement can be reached on output cuts.

Irish Economy: €6bn bond sale
The NTMA yesterday raised €6bn through the syndicated sale of a new benchmark 7-year bond. The
funds were raised at a yield of 24.2bps.
The issue was met with exceptional demand on foot of the recent launch of the ECB’s €750bn PEPP
programme as well as the continued improvement in the country’s public finances, notwithstanding
present challenges. The order book totalled over €33bn, well in excess of the previous high for a
syndicated debt sale.
Public debt levels will undoubtedly climb as governments look to contain the long-term damage from
the coronavirus outbreak. However Ireland has made significant progress in reducing its debt load in
recent years and now boasts a debt to GDP ratio well below the Eurozone average (even though this
metric is flattered by a MNC-inflated GDP level). The country entered this crisis with plenty of borrowing
headroom.
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